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Module: 1  

1. a. Define the Ohm’s law & give its limitations.                                                   (06Marks)

            b. If the power absorbed by the 4Ω resistor in the given circuit shown in fig Q1(b) is 36w,         
               find the applied voltage E and the current through 12Ω resistor.                           (10Marks) 

fig Q1(b) 
c. List the active and passive elements of an electric circuit.                                    (04Marks) 

OR 

2. a. State and explain Kirchhoff’s laws with the suitable example.                        (10Marks)
b. For the circuit shown in fig Q2 (b) find the current in all the branches.            (10Marks) 

Module: 2 

3. a. Explain how an alternating voltage is generated. Also define peak value and average 
value.            (10Marks)

b. Derive the expression for the average value and rms value of an ac quantity in terms of  
peak value                        (10Marks) 

OR 
4. a. Show that the power consumed by an R-L series circuit is VI cosØ and hence define  

power factor                        (10Marks) 
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b. A coil, consisting of resistance ‘R’ and inductance ‘L’ in series, connected across a source   
of 100V, 50HZ. The wattmeter connected to measure the power in the circuit reads 500W.    

    The current drawn by the coil is 8A from the source. Determine the values of R   and L. 
   (10Marks)

Module: 3 
5. a. Mention the advantages of three phase system over single phase system.            (05Marks)

b. Derive the relation between line and phase values for voltage and current in a three phase  
balanced delta connected system.                    (12Marks) 

c. Write the relation for three phase power in terms of phase and line values          (03Marks)  

OR 
6. a. Show that two waltmeters are sufficient to measure power in a 3 phase cicuit.   (10Marks)

b. The power measured in a 3 phase circuit is 10KW using two wattmeters method. The     
power factor of the circuit is 0.7. Determine the readings of the two wattmeters.      
                                                                                                                               (10Marks) 

Module: 4 
7. a. Explain the principle of operation and construction of a single phase transformer.

 (10Marks)
b. Derive the equation of emf of transformer and hence show N2/N1= k= E2 /E1       (10Marks)

OR 
8. a. What are the losses occurring in a transformer? How they are minimized? Explain.      

(08Marks)
b. A 25KVA, 2000/200V, 50HZ single phase transformer has iron and full load Cu losses of 
350W and 400W respectively. Calculate the efficiency on unity power factor at (i) full load 
and (ii) half load. Also determine the load at which max. efficiency occurs            (12Marks) 

Module: 5 
9. a. With the help of a neat sketch of the instrument explain the construction and working of a 

dynamometer type wattmeter.             (12Marks)
b. Explain the two way control of lamp by giving the circuit and logic table          (08Marks) 

OR 
10. a. What is a fuse? Explain the working of Fuse.                                                (06Marks)           

b. What is earthing? Explain the pipe earthing with the help of a neat sketch.         (10Marks) 
c. What are the precautions taken against electric shock              (04Marks)


